GEORGE A. HILL
The real
threat from Abortion ‘gag rule’ must never take effect
trade rift

D

onald Trump is playing
hard-ball with China
over trade, and the
worry-warts are fretting that he’s going to
start a real trade war by accident.
The bigger threat, however, is
that he will push first China, and
then the whole
world, into a deep
recession.
It’s been 10
years since the
last
recession
(2008-09), and that
one was a doozy.
Recessions tend
to come around GWYNNE
once a decade, so DYER
one is due about

O

n April 24, Maine Family Planning was in
federal court in Bangor, arguing for a preliminary injunction
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JASON L. NEWTON

Correct an injustice in Maine woods

L

ogger
and
Maine Senate
President Troy
Jackson
recently introduced LD 1459,
a bill that
would, for the first time in
history, give Maine contract loggers the legal
right to collectively bargain for fair compensation. This bill is being introduced as rising demand
for shipping supplies
might revitalize production.
For more than 150 years,
the loggers who made
Maine forest products have
been denied a fair share of
the profit they produce.
This is because many loggers were categorized as
“independent
contractors.” “Contracting out” is
a tactic that companies use
to cut costs and prevent
unionization, but in Maine
this practice has a long history that voters and legislators should consider.
People were logging in
Maine before statehood,
but loggers were different
from other workers. Most were
farmers who logged during the
winter. Despite how much of
their income they drew from the
woods, most identified as farmers, not wage working loggers.
Wage working was connected
with dependence and slavery in
the early republic.
Into the 19th century, “farmerloggers” continued to be enticed by
the allure of independents. When
competition from the West made
most commercial farming in Maine
unprofitable, thousands of farmers
became financially dependent on
the contracts they made with mills
and landowners, thus becoming independent contractors.
By 1899, farmers in the Northeast were cutting 61 percent of
the lumber harvested. During the
Gilded Age, workers across the
country were fighting “robber

barons” by unionizing, but there
were few attempts at organization among Maine loggers. The
anti-monopoly sentiment of the
era embodied in the Sherman
(1890) and Clayton (1914) antitrust laws prevented contractors
from collaborating for better pay.
Loggers who were classified as
employees could and did unionize.
The Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW), a very radical union,
was active in the lumber industries of the West. When the IWW
tried to organize loggers in Greenville in 1923, the local Ku Klux
Klan chased the organizers out of
town.
In the 1910s and 1920s, paper
production brought prosperity to
rural Maine. Large companies
such as Great Northern Paper
ran logging camps with employees, but contracting remained an

In 1949, the paper industry
successfully lobbied for section 13(a)(15), which exempted logging operations
with fewer than 12 workers.
Those working for small
contractors weren’t guaranteed federal minimum wage
or overtime pay.
Maine loggers were not
the only people injured by
contracting.
During
World War II, Maine established a program that
brought Canadian loggers
into the state to work temporarily. Mills and landowners tried to make Canadians into contractors
when possible, sometimes
employing Canadian families who lived in shacks
on company land. In 1947,
a Great Northern Paper
company official wrote
that: “If a contract can be
drawn that will make
these shackers independent contractors we will
be able to relieve ourselves of a great deal of
responsibility and will be
able to produce wood
OP ART BY GEORGE DANBY much cheaper.” Canadian
workers
were
used
important source of wood. Con- throughout the second half of the
tractors had few choices for cred- 20th century to give mills and
it and borrowed at high rates landowners leverage over Maine
often getting deep in debt. A 1911 workers who requested higher
federal report found that “there wages or threatened to organize.
has probably existed in Maine
The independence of contract
the most complete system of work has been valued by Maine
[debt] peonage in the entire coun- loggers since the 19th century but
try.” A lawyer named John Elder as a legal designation contracting
investigated this problem and has kept workers apart and comconcluded “the Labor Law of peting. This benefits mills and
Maine … make[s] virtual slaves landowners, but harms loggers.
of the laboring classes.”
LD 1459 will make it legal for logIn the 1930s, New Deal labor reg- gers to collaborate while giving
ulations skipped over logging con- them independence in day-to-day
tractors entirely. The National work. This legislation is vitally
Labor Relations Act (1935) guaran- important as the industry enters
teed most workers the right to what might be a period of growth.
unionize, but not independent contractors. The Fair Labor Standards Jason L. Newton is a visiting assisAct (1938) gave us the basic work- tant professor of labor history at
place protections we enjoy today, Cornell University. He is writing a
but section 13(a)(6) exempted log- book on the history of loggers in
gers who were connected to a farm. the Northeast.
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White House wants to make red-lining easier

R

edlining — the practice
of denying loans to
home buyers and others based on their race
or ethnic background
— has been illegal for decades.
But, last year, the investigative news outlet Reveal published
a massive investigation strongly
suggesting that redlining continues today. Now, the Trump administration is moving to cut
public access to the information
that helped Reveal produce its
report.
Reveal’s reporters spent a full
year analyzing 31 million records
collected under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, a law passed
in 1975 to give policymakers the
information needed to identify
and combat lending discrimination. Under that law, banks and
other mortgage lenders must report information like the type of
property, the loan amount and
the sex, race and ethnicity of borrowers.
Reveal found that African-

Americans and Latinos — and in
some locations Asian Americans
and Native Americans, too —
were far more likely to be turned
down for conventional mortgages
than white borrowers. That pattern remained even after controlling for factors like household income and the amount of the loan
in relation to that income.
Reporting requirements under
the Home Mortgage Disclosure
Act were updated by the DoddFrank financial reform act and
again by the Obama administration to give regulators a clearer
picture of what’s happening. The
updated rules required lenders to
report every loan’s interest rate
and the relationship between an
applicant’s income and total
amount of debt the would-be borrower was taking on. They also
required more detail on ethnicity
— like whether an Asian American borrower, for example, was of
Chinese or Cambodian heritage.
Now the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau — formerly a

tough consumer watchdog that’s
fast becoming a bankers’ lapdog
— has proposed new rules that
would roll back the information
requirements added by the
Obama administration. The bureau says it will close a web portal that has allowed easy public
access to this information, giving
vague promises to eventually develop a new tool for this purpose.
The proposed updates would
exempt some lenders, such as
smaller banks and credit unions,
from having to report at all —
even though some of them make
more loans to low-income borrowers than do major banks. The
administration claims these
changes will provide “much
needed relief” from supposed
regulatory burdens.
But this makes no sense.
Banks had already begun collecting and reporting the data that
was required under Obama. The
systems and procedures to do it
are in place and working. Changing the rules now won’t relieve

any regulatory burdens; it will
make lenders rewrite their procedures yet again.
Redlining produced an enormous racial wealth gap, in which
the median white family has
roughly 20 times the wealth of the
median black family. While lenders no longer draw red lines on
maps to mark off non-white neighborhoods as no-mortgage zones,
Reveal found they often still either
declined loans entirely to blacks
and Latinos or steered them into
the sort of high-cost subprime
loans that sent millions of people
into foreclosure a decade ago.
If the Trump administration
succeeds, that discrimination
will continue and be much harder to detect.

Preeti Vissa Kristipati is interim
president of The Greenlining Institute. This column was produced
for the Progressive Media Project,
which is run by The Progressive
magazine, and distributed by the
Tribune News Service.

